
A very good morning to the dignitaries and my fellow office bearers present here.
The next tenure '23-'24 officially starts today and we aim to help and aid people in all
possible ways we can.

The tenure's first event which is yet to start is the distribution of sanitary napkins along with
the awareness of menstrual health and its importance among girls and women living in
underprivileged areas.

Then comes the Sports Event of the tenure-Badminton. A badminton tournament will be
conducted as a fund raising events where the winners and runners are awarded with cash
prizes, trophies and certificates.

Followed by the Badminton event comes one of YRC's main events - Blood Donation
Camp. The camp will be open to all. Eligible donors are checked and the blood collected in
units are then donated to the respective hospitals.

After the Blood donation camp comes to the Bridge Project which is conducted to interact
with kids and educate them about simple math problems and solving puzzles from
underprivileged areas. The camp will be conducted on every weekends with a batch of YRC
Office Bearers teaching them.

A Beach Cleaning event will be conducted every year in collaboration with a
Non-Governmental Organization. Volunteers are welcome and will be provided with
certificates and refreshments.

Next, we are planning ohh ng to conduct a walkathon to create awareness among people
about the social issues going on.

Followed by the walkathon is the RRR 3.0 (Rehan return rejoice) which is a drug
awareness program happening for the last 2 years where school and college students are
made aware of drugs through Various skits and mime.

On account of First Aid Day, Students will be taught basic life-saving first aid campaigns for
a week for which We are planning to segregate the students into various batches.

Next comes our Flagship event "MISSION CRUSADER '24".The event will be happening for
the 9th consecutive year and its only aim is to help people fight cancer. The fundraising
event is conducted to donate the collected funds to respective cancer institutes by
conducting a cycle rally where participants of all ages are encouraged to participate.

We're also planning to do a school renovation work, where we paint school walls and
renovate them with the help of sponsors.

Other events to be conducted in our tenure are lake cleaning,Forest cleaning,Plantation
Event and Nursery Maintenance.

This will be our foundation plan for the tenure ‘23-'24.
We hope to accomplish more and set new records. Thank you


